DATA VALUE
CREATION SERVICES
Create business value from your enterprise data
Our Data Value Creation services is a jumpstart offering to help you identify and extract potential value from your
enterprise data. We develop a value creation plan for your data monetization initiative along with a roadmap of
implementation options. Starting with the problem statement we work with your team to define value areas,
quantify the benefits, and establish an outcome focused deployment plan. The service includes a comprehensive
data discovery process to identify data lineage, source mapping, prioritize data elements, establish data models,
catalogs, policies, and validation requirements culminating in a roadmap for you to get started in your data
monetization journey.

About NextPhase
NextPhase is your trusted partner for cloud data management solutions:
We deliver a white-glove service to handle
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Data Value Creation benefits for your enterprise:
Help discover your enterprise data potential and guide your organization towards a data driven
transformation
Identify areas of data monetization and develop a plan to attain those benefits
Establish a roadmap of data benefits for the organization and create a baseline plan for implementation
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Why NextPhase?
Efﬁciency - We execute with efficiency using our

Expertise - Our professionals have 10+ years of

prescriptive templates to analyze and develop your

experience working with various organizations on

data monetization plan

their data management challenges. With NextPhase

Economics - Freedom. Let your critical resources focus
on your business challenges and your customers. We

you get an experienced team that brings industry
best practices and expertise to your organization

will do the detailed work and get you information
needed to make the key decisions

NextPhase is uniquely qualified to deliver a comprehensive Data
Value Creation Services tailored to meet your enterprise data
management objectives.
Let’s get started!

https://nextphase.ai/contact/

hello@nextphase.ai

(888) 812-6087

